form of history and fiction, then religion nominates that area of life writing where knowledge meets its limits and where love has no bounds.
My thoughts on Shakespeare' s life as it bleeds into religious matters fall into three sections. I begin with a review of current scholarship on Shakespeare and religion; I turn to an example from Cymbeline of what I call Shakespeare' s abounding secularism; and I end by revisiting James' s Birthplace as a critical allegory of Shakespeare biography and its détente with sacred writing and personal cult. In our current moment of humanistic crisis and contraction, the great sheltering bulk of Shakespeare not only makes room for scholarship on other early modern writers (while also inevitably coloring their achievement with his) but also represents literature and the literary more generally-much as a few bestsellers in the major publishing houses allow editors to take risks with lesserknown novelists while also perhaps dulling their sensitivity to a wider gradation of styles. "Shakespeare the Brand" both floats the boats of other projects and threatens to flood them with a superflux of Romeo + Juliet. In the contemporary academic ecology, Shakespeare biographies contribute to the scholarly enterprise by continuing to assemble, evaluate, and renarrate the evidence about Shakespeare' s life, while also feeding the desire for contact and communion with Shakespeare that is often extrascholarly and even extraliterary in nature. (You can love the life without knowing the works.) In these biographical projects, religion contributes as both part of the total picture of what we want Shakespeare' s life to have been and as the West' s most determinate model for believing in an exceptional person associated with an extraordinary body of texts.
Coyly quoting the routines of sacred tourism, James' s novella concerns the "nativity" of Shakespeare: the cultic commercialization of a provincial abode from which an ordinary and contingent life is imagined to have taken flight into a remarkable future. I use Hannah Arendt' s concept of "natality"-her proposition that actions initiate new beginnings in the web of human relationships and the forms of narrative they spawn-in order to capture the simultaneously secular and sacred edge of nativity in Shakespeare' s Cymbeline, in James' s story, and in the modern literary-biographical project. If the words nativity and natality are roughly cognate, each referring to the sheer fact of being born, nativity has come to signify a very special birth-that of Jesus as the Christ-whereas natality in Arendt' s account both issues out of her theological reflections on creaturely existence and allows her to conceptualize a human order of action that consists of significant speech and consequential deeds, not biological processes or their miraculous suspension.
3 Both James' s story and Shakespeare' s play circle around an absent theological nativity in order to dramatize specifically human forms of natality. In James, the empty room of the poet' s confected birth becomes the scene of both skeptical crisis and virtuoso performance for his nebbish antihero. In Cymbeline, Shakespeare' s decision to stage the historical moment before Christ' s birth without ever directly alluding to that event sets his characters loose in a time pregnant with multiple religious possibilities but reducible to no single one of them. The real birth in Shakespeare' s romance concerns neither the king of Briton nor the king of the Jews but rather the heroine Innogen who laboriously achieves birth into human action. Against all odds, Innogen becomes not the Philomel, Lucrece, or sacrificial lamb of her morbid fantasies, but the virtuous author of her own life story and the exemplary practitioner of an unexpected resilience in the face of threats to both her creaturely existence and her socio-symbolic honor.
Modern biographies of Shakespeare resolutely reject hagiographic legend in favor of documentary evidence, gradually sifting the anecdotal and speculative from the verifiable and historical. What is at stake for the modern biographical project is not the death of the author so much as the birth of the author: by what worldly coincidence of temperament and disposition, education and early exposure, and collaboration and context did the baby from Stratford become the man behind the Folio? Nativity in the theological sense plays no explicit role in such a project; as in James' s story, the spirit of criticism has emptied the Bard' s birth chamber of mangers and magi. Yet Shakespeare' s life remains suffused with the enduring rewards of his writing and with the enigma of his exceptionalism, qualities that invite not only critique and contextualization but also performance and curation, the twin vocations of the final vatic turn undergone by Gedge in James' s story. Knowing and loving-the critical and reparative impulses of the humanities-are pursued in different mixes by scholars occupying adjoining niches of the academic landscape, contributing their complementary energies to the ideational dynamism and multiple audience-building entrusted to the liberal arts.
I. BELIEVING IN SHAKESPEARE / SHAKESPEARE'S BELIEFS
Religious questions have always played a role in Shakespeare criticism, whether in studies of Biblical allusion (Naseeb Shaheen), in accounts of Christian plot structure (Roy Battenhouse), or in classic studies of religious controversy and Protestant world pictures (Barbara Lewalski). 4 But the wave beginning around 2000 was different, as Ken Jackson and Arthur Marotti pointed out. 5 Landmarks included the publication of Stephen Greenblatt' s Hamlet in Purgatory and Will in the World, as well as the Lancastrian Shakespeare volumes edited by Richard Dutton, Richard Wilson, and Alison Findlay. These works associated Shakespeare' s "lost years" with service in the North to Catholic patrons, enriched that scenario with fresh readings of the Catholic "Spiritual Testament" attributed to John Shakespeare, and then built intricate literary arguments around the image of a religiously conflicted and at least intermittently Catholic William Shakespeare. 6 The twenty-first-century turn of the religious screw was fueled on one side by the New Historicist interest in varieties of pluralism and dynamics of power, an orientation that revamped English Catholics from brideale retroverts into culture-conscious dissidents. It was abetted on the other side by an interest in revitalizing some of the impulses of theory: after all, Jacques Derrida underwent his own religious turn, while thinkers such as Walter Benjamin, Erich Auerbach, Ernst Kantorowicz, Carl Schmitt, Jacob Taubes, and Hannah Arendt (along with Saul of Tarsus) harbor complex relationships to the intrication of Christianity and Judaism as well as to divisions within Christendom. Scholars like myself who identify their work with political theology aim to practice a form of theory that is historical without being historicist, that engages theology as thought rather than religion as culture, and that uses exegesis in order to keep intensive practices of reading at the center of literary study.
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When I submitted my title, "Believing in Shakespeare / Shakespeare' s Beliefs," to the Folger Institute' s conference "Shakespeare and the Problem of Biography," neither Richard McCoy' s Faith in Shakespeare nor David Scott Kastan' s Will to Believe had been published. 8 In our titles at least, we all seem to be onto the idea that "believing in Shakespeare" (as a great poet; as an articulator of things worth caring about; or, in Jonathan Bate' s expression, as the "Soul" of his "Age") has become bound up with what Shakespeare did or didn't believe. 9 If the current consensus is to take the pressure off determining exactly what Shakespeare did believe, then this action is done in part to re-enchant Shakespeare as the vehicle for our own secular and postsecular beliefs-our trust, for example, in the power of literature and a liberal arts education, a conviction tested by the latest phase of the perennial crisis in the humanities. First, Shakespeare' s family background was Catholic, but his religious education and acculturation were mixed; second, Shakespeare' s audiences (in the public theatre, at Court and in other venues) included Catholic spectators; third, both the censorship of religious controversial material in the drama and the danger of expressing dissident religious opinions encouraged Shakespeare to use indirection and ambiguity in handling both general and specifically topical religious subject matter; fourth, Shakespeare' s temperament was skeptical and intellectually exploratory-with regard to religion as well as to other subjects-so that his texts are more "open" than those of, say, Ben Jonson or John Webster, more receptive to spectators' wishful projections, ideologically malleable, "as you like it", "what you will." of our own postsecular search to acknowledge religious forms of meaningmaking and community formation within a pluralist frame that rejects the fundamentalisms that haunt monotheistic projects on both Renaissance and contemporary world stages. 14 This is a fair critique, to which I can only reply that Shakespeare' s exceptional openness to interpretive recreation-in distinction, say, from Spenser or Milton as well as the playwrights named by Marottiaffords the imaginative and critical processes by which so many people continue to try to think through the dilemmas that shape our public spheres and private lives by way of Shakespeare. The issue for me is not whether readers, audiences, and theater makers find themselves in Shakespeare, but whether they do so in a manner that actively reflects and embodies a fidelity to the texts, the world that bore them, and the world that receives them. The responses formulated by McCoy, Cummings, Kastan, Hamlin, and Beckwith, as well as Marotti and Greenblatt, to the religious question in Shakespeare strike me as attaining this standard of fidelity, a term meant to tap the epistemological, aesthetic, and ethical commitments shared by secular and sacred hermeneutics.
Although most of Shakespeare' s openness lies in the variety and vastness of the works themselves, a tiny but not insignificant part can be attributed to the relative blankness of the biographical record around matters that intensely interest readers. In other words, the enigmatic character of Shakespeare' s religious beliefs is itself generative; as Kastan puts it, in an allusion recurrent in scholarly literature, "We are unable to pluck out the heart of his mystery . . . nonetheless the effort to do so turns out to be useful."
15 Useful for what exactly? I discern a research agenda, an ethical or political-theological dimension, and a phenomenological horizon: in the terms of James' s story, knowing Him, loving Him, and acknowledging that we "don't as yet know Him so very tremendously." Shakespeare's beliefs became an urgent question around the issue of Catholicism, leading to a much more layered picture of uneven reform in Tudor and Stuart England than existed in the age of Shakespeare as national (secularProtestant) poet. There is an ethical motivation and a drive for knowledge at work here. Moving away from confessional questions ("was he or wasn't he Catholic?"), much of the recent work on Shakespeare and religion aims to construe a position for Shakespeare cognizant of religious differences and in search of nondogmatic and inclusive religious settlements, whether this position is called Anglican, tolerant, messianic, Abrahamic, postconfessional, or postsecular. Thus, Kastan describes Shakespeare as a "'Parish Anglican,' a tolerant, largely habitual Christian" who ascribed to "an inclusive and theologically minimalist Christianity that resisted religious rigor and valued social accord."
18 Cummings, like Kastan, is eager to imagine English Christianity as more "plural, mobile and even volatile" than the designations "Catholic" and "Protestant" generally admit.
19 Thomas Betteridge puts the argument more sharply, suggesting that the late plays' effort "to rescue devotional words such as ' grace' and 'forgiveness' from confessional contamination is radical and expansive, not containing and moderate." 20 Joseph Sterrett reads the dramaturgy of prayer in Shakespeare as both object of controversy and equipment for living in order to align his project with Shakespeare' s entertainment of pluralist futures. 21 These quests for a religious sensibility that transcends the Catholic-Protestant opposition issues from the Catholic question and owes much to recent biographical research. While this latest work does not offer an affirmative answer to the question of Shakespeare' s Catholicism, it incorporates Catholic experience into a variegated and ambivalent environment of icons, architectures, habits, stories, and com- mitments no longer fully captured by the designations "Protestant" or "secular." 22 In these new contributions to the religious turn, Shakespeare' s dramas yield both an inventory of the dramatic affordances of religious life and thought, and an acknowledgment of secularism as a position wrested with great effort from punitive orthodoxies.
These approaches align in some ways with the new assessments of Shakespeare' s broad and forgiving faith, including McCoy' s "faith in poetry," Sterrett' s expectant toleration, and Kastan' s "parish Anglicanism," but they also invite us to open the Shakespeare tent even further by accessing political theology' s investments in messianism, the Pauline renaissance, and the Jewish origins of Christian exegesis. 23 Of the four Oxford books discussed above, only Kastan' s explicitly considers Judaism and Islam as part of the terrain denominated by Shakespeare and religion, and Kastan construes this "bifold Semitic other" largely as a challenge to Christian self-definition rather than as source or resource for Shakespeare. 24 Religious Diversity and Early Modern English Texts: Catholic, Judaic, Feminist, and Secular Dimensions is one of the few recent books on Shakespeare and religion to explicitly address Judaism as a pluralizing factor. 25 The volume ends with Sanford Budick' s stunning reading of King Lear and secular benediction. Sounding the play for its intimate dependencies on the Book of Job and the liturgy of benediction, Budick argues that Kant and Shakespeare are equally committed to respect for moral personality, which emerges in extremis when reduction of the tragic hero to mere life both threatens and regenerates his or her humanity. Budick argues for the secular character of Shakespearean blessing ("benediction of the human by the human"), but in a manner that draws strength from the existential opportunities of religious literature and practice. 26 Budick' s linkage of religious and secular as well as Jewish and Christian forms of benediction exercised in the contemporary moment of philosophical analysis offers a salutary supplement to historical approaches to Shakespeare and religion. Work like Budick' s allows us to read Shakespeare for a range of meanings that, refusing to resolve in sociological, biographical, or contextual directions, render Shakespeare a resource for contemporary postsecular thinking about religion and pluralism, as well as the ongoing drama of personhood as a category bound up with both legal and theological imperatives. Political theology blends into phenomenological inquiries around the nature of belief as such. Religious belief and belief in literature converge around the power of acts, images, values, and stories. Yet religion and literature cultivate different orders and qualities of commitment to these intangible things. McCoy' s Faith in Shakespeare works out these different kinds of belief with great care, first by looking at how Eucharistic debates reveal unexpectedly sophisticated phenomenologies of belief and then by asserting the difference between religious articulations of wonder and the more tempered and skeptical forms of belief cultivated by theater. He turns to Coleridge' s "willing suspension of disbelief " in order to argue for "faith in Shakespeare as a fundamentally literary and human phenomenon." 27 I think McCoy is right to distinguish religious faith from literary experience, although I also think he overstates the inability of other critics to draw this distinction. McCoy criticizes Beckwith for "reclaim[ing] Shakespeare' s romances as a full-force form of ' sacramental theater. ' " 28 Yet the real originality of Beckwith' s work lies in her ability to read sacrament and penance through the powerfully humanist frameworks provided by ordinary language philosophy and Arendt' s action theory. Thus, Beckwith describes the work of the romances as "explor[ing] the vulnerabilities, exposures, and commitments of forgiving and being forgiven in new forms of theater charged with finding the pathways and possibilities for forgiveness in the absence of auricular confession and priestly absolution." 29 This is not Kastan' s "parish Anglicanism" but rather High Theory Anglicanism, in which the Elizabethan Settlement yields a fine-grained, practice-based path among ways of thinking, speaking, and being that still have much to teach us about living with texts. Responding to this range of work on Shakespeare and religion, from McCoy' s secular challenge to Beckwith' s, Kastan' s, and Cumming' s postsecular maneuvers, I' d like to suggest that Shakespeare practices an abounding secularism-a humanism unafraid to draw strength from Christianity' s brooding depths and multiple sources.
II. NATIVITY AND NATALITY IN CYMBELINE
To see this abounding secularism in action, I' d like to look at a scene from Cymbeline. Cymbeline is often read as a Nativity play: most scholars agree that Shakespeare chose the otherwise unremarkable tenure of this early British king because Jesus was born during his lifetime. 30 Yet the play itself is remarkably free of Thus, the real import of the speech is Innogen' s insistence that she be recognized for the courage of her actions. In this scene, she verbalizes, perhaps for the first time, that her choice of Posthumus as her husband established her ethical freedom. Innogen' s decision may have been "no act of common passage," but it was most certainly an act, a life-changing deed exercised in concert with another in a legally and socially fraught scene. Innogen exits the end of the scene crossdressed in the "waggish courage" (3.4.158) and "prince' s courage" (3.4.185) of a humanist as well as masculine virtù. Of courage, Arendt writes, "To leave the household, originally in order to embark upon some adventure and glorious enterprise and later simply to devote oneself to the affairs of the city, demanded courage because only in the household was one primarily concerned with one' s own life and survival."
33 Arendt identifies courage with the self-disclosing and world-changing act of risking public speech. The political virtue of courage is closely linked to what Arendt calls "natality." Natality belongs to labor, work, and action-the three streams of the vita activa in her analysis of the human condition. But it most properly characterizes action:
Labor and work, as well as action, are also rooted in natality in so far as they have the task to provide and preserve the world for, to foresee and reckon with, the constant influx of newcomers who are born into the world as strangers. However, of the three, action has the closest connection with the human condition of natality; the new beginning inherent in birth can make itself felt in the world only because the newcomer possesses the capacity of beginning something anew, that is, of acting. . . . Moreover, since action is the political activity par excellence, natality, and not mortality, may be the central category of political, as distinguished from metaphysical, thought.
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Natality stretches from physical birth (that "act of common passage" that we all undergo in exiting the womb) to those "rarer strains" of human self-determination that both succeed and differ from the fact of parturition. Associated with "the new beginning inherent in birth," action attaches to what is strange and potentially violent in the child, her capacity for the "disobedience" and "contempt" avowed by Innogen as the engines of her life story. Although the births that action gives rise to are in some sense metaphorical (birth into speech, personhood, recognition, or public life), the fact of being born and the challenge that birth inserts into the heart of an oikos designed to both preserve and tame that life is never stripped from the actor, who remains a living being capable of reclaiming her initial strangeness as the essence of her own creaturely being.
35
The concept of natality is primarily humanist for Arendt, yet it nonetheless entered her thinking from religious sources and retains a political-theological edge. In The Human Condition, she explicitly links natality' s "faith in and hope for the world" to the simple Gospel phrase "' A child has been born unto us.'"
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Arendt consistently reads natality through Augustine, the subject of her dissertation and an ongoing inspiration as well as counterargument for her thinking about the politics of historical renewal. Innogen' s election of Posthumus manifested her virtuous capacities by putting those capacities to the test. Three times earlier in the play, the word "election" has been used of Innogen' s choice, highlighting her definitive role in bringing about the marriage while also establishing a connection to biblical covenant (1.1.53; 1.2.23; 1.6.175). Although Innogen blames Posthumus for "set [ting] up" her disobedience, the thrust of the speech highlights her own moral energy. Indeed, Roger Warren is almost embarrassed by Innogen' s willingness to "praise herself "; earlier, however, in rebuffing Cloten she had already noted her ability to "forget a lady' s manners / By being so verbal" (2.3.102-3).
37 This is a girl who becomes a woman by learning how to speak. In both drama and life, speech implies audience and the contingency of response: Pisanio plays a crucial role here as interlocutor and witness, midwife to Innogen' s birthing of herself-a nativity that takes shape across several moments of time, from the givenness of her own physical parturition, to her self-disclosing election of Posthumus, to her demand here that her courage be acknowledged as a deed. Soon, in another affirmation of natality, she will rename herself Fidele like Jacob becoming Israel after wrestling with the angel, a contest he exits armed with the blessing of a new name but also wounded in the thigh. Innogen' s faith, I would suggest, is a brooding and embodied fidelity that, like Israel' s, remains caught up in questioning, marked as wounded, and constituted by a covenant that embraces these 35 In Miguel Vatter' s formulation, Arendt uses the concept of natality in order to "reconnect the essence of human freedom to biological life so as to gain a new aim for politics," a politics that concerns "the freedom of life itself." See "Natality and Biopolitics in Hannah Arendt," Innogen' s adventures draw on religious paradigms (such as Job, the Akedah, and novelized hagiography) but take place on the horizon drawn by human-tohuman and human-to-environment exchange. The scene ends with a valediction that is also a benediction. In a line divided between the two speakers, Pisanio says, "May the gods / Direct you to the best," to which Innogen replies, "Amen. I thank thee" (3.4.194). Benediction both confirms one' s relationship to the other and acknowledges the contingency of human flourishing. As equipment for dwelling, acts of blessing insert speaker and addressee into a wider gyration that can expand to include deity as benefactor, creaturely benefits and the scenes of their laborious cultivation, and the community as witness and recipient of thanksgiving. Although many blessings are cyclical and repetitive (grace before meals or prayers before bed), they can also mark the milestones of birth, marriage, and death as well as recovery from illness or return from travel, and thus become a form of life writing. Budick defines secular benediction in Shakespeare as "freely choos[ing] the human in company with the human," enunciated out of a zero point defined by humiliation and exposure, such as Innogen undergoes in this scene of marital abandonment and murderous intent. 39 The blessing voiced here both is and is not secular: Pisanio calls on "the gods," and Innogen responds with "Amen." From the pagan plural to the Hebrew response, their exchange enacts a circuit that reads as vaguely Christian but draws classical and Jewish elements into its flow, cultivating through speech Cymbeline' s romance landscape of incipient but unnamed nativity. Often occurring at the end of scenes, blessing marks the contingency of action in both life and theater, ritually signaling "the rhythm of entrances and exits" that Lois Potter uses to measure the life of Shakespeare. 40 In the romances, Shakespeare draws the most pressing controversies and challenges of his day into the ethical horizon of his dramas. In response to those crises, he reaches back to instances of religious commonality (compare Lucio' s "Grace is grace, despite of all controversy.") 41 Finally, he taps the microdramas of blessing, curse, and prayer as scripts that organize and manifest the creaturely humanism shared by theater and life.
III. SHAKESPEARE INDUSTRIES Henry James' s Birthplace is also a nativity story, one whose parody of Shakespeare tourism remains relevant to the contemporary Shakespeare industry and its reliance on religious metaphors and models. The story is also part of Henry James' s own wary romance with the authorship question, in which he handled his anti-Stratfordian suspicions in a manner that kept the enigma alive. Although James never explicitly subscribed to an alternative author theory, his semi-obsessive attention to the mystery-what he calls "our strained and aching wonder"-resembles the pathology that infects the critic in "The Figure in the Carpet." 42 In his 1907 introduction to The Tempest, James borrows from Hamlet to describe the relationship of the reader and critic to the mystery of whether Shakespeare really was the man from Stratford who renounced writing when he had amassed enough money to afford retirement:
This view is admirable if you can get your mind to consent to it. It must ignore any impulse, in presence of Play or Sonnet (whatever vague stir behind either may momentarily act as provocation) to try for a lunge at the figured arras. In front of the tapestry sits the immitigably respectable person whom our little slateful of gathered and numbered items, heaven knows, does amply account for, since there is nothing in him to explain; while the undetermined figure, on the other hand-undetermined whether in the sense of respectability or anything else-the figure who supremely interests us, remains as unseen of us as our Ariel, on the enchanted island, remains of the bewildered visitors. membrane that at once connects and separates the two identities through the act and fact of writing. 44 James' s "heaven knows," a bit of free indirect discourse that channels the Stratfordian satisfied with his bourgeois bard, also signals the offstage presence of a theological discourse of revelation and mystery. James returns to the conceit in the final quasi-prophetic lines of his Tempest essay ("The figured tapestry, the long arras that hides him, is always there. . . . May it not then be but a question, for the fulness of time, of the finer weapon, the sharper point, the stronger arm, the more extended lunge?"). The drapery, however, remains unpierced by Hamlet-James-St. Paul, its heavy hang giving shape to the ongoing pressure that the authorship question exerted on James' s consideration of his own creative capacities. 45 At the hopeful outset of The Birthplace, Gedge compares the prospect of running the Birthplace to opening a window "into a great green woodland, a woodland that had a name, glorious, immortal, that was peopled with vivid figures, each of them renowned, and that gave out a murmur, deep as the sound of the sea, which was the rustle in forest shade of all the poetry . . . of life" (5-6). 46 James evokes the Forest of Arden, understood as both a place bordering Stratford and as a locale built from literary sources. (Compare Jonathan Bate, who uses the Forest of Arden to situate Shakespeare' s texts in a grounding provincialism: "The social and natural ecology of rural Warwickshire plays a key part in his vision." 47 ) This is also the Arden of a preschismatic Christianity, the world evoked by Orlando in that same forest when he asks the Duke and his gang if they have "ever been where bells have knolled to church" or "ever sat at any good man' s feast" (2.7.114-15). 48 In the echoing exchange of Orlando and the Duke, the forest clearing becomes a primitive church through the act of hospitable gathering. Orlando and the Duke' s antiphonal response uses the rhythm of human acknowledgment to recreate a distant soundscape of parish bells (2.7.105-25).
Such an idyll is designed to be smashed, or at least whitewashed. Living in the small house next to the Birthplace, "joining onto it as a sweet old parsonage is often annexed to a quaint old church" (8), Gedge takes to visiting the museum after hours. Increasingly contemptuous of the tourists he serves ("He had never thought of the quality of the place as derived from Them, but from Somebody 44 "We shall never touch the Man directly in the Artist." James, introduction to The Tempest, 8:xxxi. 45 Else" [16]), he is especially drawn to "The Holy of Holies of the Birthplace . . . the low, the sublime Chamber of Birth" (24). Whereas the other rooms "bristled overmuch . . . with busts and relics, not even ostensibly always His" (23), the Chamber of Birth, not unlike an Elizabethan stage, is "as empty as the shell of which the kernel has withered, and contained neither busts nor prints nor early copies; it contained only the Fact-the Fact itself . . . that He had not-unlike other successful men-not been born" (24) . 49 In the zero point of this empty room, however, Gedge does come to doubt that Shakespeare was born here, leading to an existential crisis that becomes verbalized and acted upon when a pair of newlyweds, "Mr. and Mrs. B. D. Hayes, New York" (59), as cultured and intelligent as they are wealthy and beautiful, arrive at the end of a busy day and persuade Gedge to take them on a private tour. It turns out that they share Gedge' s doubts about the authenticity of the site, and this coincidence of skepticisms, given a fantasmatic boost by the attraction Gedge feels toward the young people whose beauty and breeding distinguish them from his bovine wife, renders Gedge no longer capable of delivering the recitations required of his office. If Gedge moves from Catholic mystification to Protestant rationality, then this transition is facilitated by love as well as knowledge: the love he feels toward Shakespeare, but also the sense of erotic possibility triggered by the Hayeses of New York, who bespeak a new, fresher era of American money, science, and sex carried by a purified Protestantism. In his conversation with the Hayeses, Gedge likens the Birthplace to "a dressed-up sacred doll in a Spanish church-which you're a monster if you touch" (41). The three of them, however, desire to participate not in the destruction of mystery but in the cultivation of a higher, better form of worship. Whereas Goethe, the young people say, really saturates his memorial at Weimar, Shakespeare, they aver, "isn't anywhere. . . . like the wind, He' s everywhere" (42). They reject the Catholic idolatry of places and things for a Protestant spirituality founded on the power of the literary word and given new lift by the promise of an Americanized Shakespeare who can be truly everywhere.
Gedge' s existential crisis maps onto both a vision of the English Reformation as an achievement of a new level of rationality in relation to Catholicism and an account of critical biography as the philological rejection of legendary materials in favor of documentary evidence. Gone: Nicholas Rowe' s legends, wanton bardolatry, and Victorian Shakespeare cults. Installed: proper scholarly biogra-49 Brian Cummings also discusses this empty room as a generative scene for Gedge. "Shakespeare, Biography and Anti-Biography," Shakespeare' s Birthday Lecture delivered at the Folger Institute conference "Shakespeare and the Problem of Biography," Folger Shakespeare Library, Washington, DC, April 2014. One could say more about the Judeo-Catholic resonances of James' s designation of the birth chamber as a "Holy of Holies." phies, which for James would have meant the biographical projects of Sidney Lee as well as the controversies around Shakespeare' s authorship, and in our period include S. Schoenbaum 50 Although, unlike James, none of these biographers doubts that "Shakespeare was Shakespeare," they all take great care to distinguish evidence from myth, desiring in Schoenbaum' s words to "chasten speculative elaboration or romantic indulgence." 51 No sacred dolls in Spanish churches here! If, like Gedge, these documentary biographies distinguish themselves from the crude populism, inherited legends, and speculative thrill of religious dissidence, then their identification with cool reason over fairy toys is not without its fantasy dimension. Thus, Schoenbaum also acknowledges that "the workings of myth have a place in the historical record, and may sometimes conceal elusive germs of truth"; like Gedge and the Hayeses, Schoenbaum allows for the role of eros and mythos in shaping the welcoming space of biography. 52 Moreover, contextual approaches like Bate' s and Duncan-Jones' s and literary and theatrical approaches like Potter' s share in Gedge' s desire to find Shakespeare everywhere, by following the author' s economic and legal transactions, his dramatic collaborations, his schooling, and his urban life into the environments that shaped him, settings that have in turn been blessed with unending research, tourists, and funding streams thanks to the charisma of Shakespeare' s afterlife.
Two examples-one from Lois Potter and one from Katherine DuncanJones-demonstrate the ability of contemporary critical biographers to court religious language without compromising their evidentiary standards. Potter' s first chapter, "'Born into the World' 1564-1571," begins with an epigraph from the Book of Common Prayer:
with St. George' s Day, and the both auspicious and suspicious coincidence of the national poet and the national saint. 54 The phrase "a man is born into the world," pulled from the Book of Common Prayer into the epigraphic clearing of the page, refers at once to any Anglican boy child (the historical context), to baby Will (the subject of the scholarship), and to Jesus (the center of the liturgy). The citation restores a whiff of the sacred that the documentary project purports to take away, delivering a limited but still loving sacrality. On the Catholic question itself, Potter firmly asserts that the image of a recusant Shakespeare "introduces an element of excitement into a life that otherwise seems sadly lacking in it," a temptation that she herself declines to indulge. 55 Later in the book, Potter acknowledges Hamlet' s division between competing versions of the underworld, but reads that dilemma not in relation to Shakespeare' s father but as responses to his theatrical peers: to Jonson' s Catholicism and Kyd' s atheism. Thus, she uses the play' s religious stratification in order to pursue her biography' s central interest, Shakespeare' s theatrical life and the necessary distribution of that life among a series of collaborators and competitors. Potter' s biography can be read to affirm Arendt' s definition of drama as "the only art whose sole subject is man in his relationship to others," a subject reflected in the processes by which drama comes into being. 56 Although her book begins under the sign of the Gospels, the Acts of the Apostles, with its emphasis on collective action and institution-building, may more fully capture the spirit of her project.
Katherine Duncan-Jones' s "ungentle" Bard is explicitly anti-hagiographic; status-hungry, wife-neglecting, niggardly, and syphilitic, her Shakespeare is a man less sinned against than sinning. At the end of the book, however, she makes an interesting turn to religion in order to gently renovate the biographical reading of The Tempest:
It has sometimes been pedantically objected to the view of The Tempest as a "farewell to his art" that Shakespeare was to live for about another five years, and continued to have some involvement in writing for the King' s Men, even if only as a secondary collaborator. However, the Psalmist' s plea, "Lord, make me to know mine end: and the measure of my day" (Psalms, 39.4), is one that is rarely answered. Even today, medical estimates of the proximity of death are rarely precise.
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Duncan-Jones uses Psalm 39 to mark a limit to Shakespeare' s knowledge of his own mortality, an existential uncertainty that she wields in order to restore The 54 Potter, Life, 1-2. 55 Tempest as life writing. James, too, seeks the author in The Tempest in the preface that he wrote for Sidney Lee' s edition. Elsewhere in Shakespeare, James writes, "the great billows" of his dramatic medium disperse mere glimpses of the author, like the "flash of strange sea creatures" seen over a ship' s sides, but in The Tempest, we get to watch "the momentous conjunction taking place for the poet, at a given hour, between his charged inspiration and his clarified experience." 58 For James and for Duncan-Jones, The Tempest, broached through a series of careful negations, yields nothing as certain as a self-portrait, but does permit a sustained encounter with the poet. Whereas Potter cites the Gospels to illumine the comic entrance of birth, Duncan-Jones uses the Hebrew Bible to reflect on the tragic exit of death, anticipated from within the shimmering immanence of the poet' s lived experience. Both biographers prefer natality (understood as a human process of action and acknowledgment) to nativity (as theological miracle) yet allow the allusive flow of literary and liturgical citation to resonate for their readers. Like Gedge in his Protestant middle period, these critical biographers remain within an avowed historical frame while inviting the existential edges of biblical writing to touch their subject with a special grace.
In the final phase of the novella, Morris Gedge saves his job and his marriage by embracing the myth, becoming the Birthplace' s most inspired tour guide. When Mr. and Mrs. Hayes return, drawn by rumors of his virtuoso tours, Gedge delivers an especially rousing speech in the Chamber of Birth, making extraordinary claims for the biographical virtues of his museum: "It' s not often that in the early home of genius and renown the whole tenor of existence is laid so bare, not often that we are able to retrace, from point to point and from step to step, its connection with objects, with influences-to build it round again with the little solid facts out of which it sprang" (60). On the one hand, there is something tawdry and sad about Gedge' s re-enchantment of the space; when he is rewarded by "the Body" (his institutional taskmasters) with a raise, we sense not a reprieve but a life sentence for this man of thought and feeling who earlier had lamented strangling his critical sense in the dark and who had accused the Birthplace' s visitors of "kill[ing] Him every day" (46). James remains wedded to the higher pleasures provided by critical consciousness and the finer forms of faith delivered by a Protestant rather than a Catholic cult of the author. James, Gedge, and the Hayeses would likely be unhappy with the march of foreign tourists through the Globe and Stratford, or the nightclubbing of Macbeth in Punchdrunk' s Sleep No More, or the weird suburban pastoral of a film like 58 Gnomeo and Juliet. Gedge' s unexpected celebrity at the end of the novella anticipates Shakespeare as multimedia Megachurch, a gospel of prosperity that has lost its soul on the way to the neoliberal bank.
Cultural critique, however, fails to tell the full story. First, Gedge' s performances draw on an aspect of Shakespeare largely ignored in the novella' s construal of authorship: namely, the theatrical dimension. 59 Gedge is an inspired impresario who overblows the myth to become himself a kind of artist, a vatic performer of place. The theatrical dimension is accompanied by a curatorial imperative: the duty of the Gedges is to "keep it up" (36, 47), to conserve and promote, to caretake and cultivate the Birthplace, whether or not its legends are historically true. Curation is about care and preservation, but it is also about selection and display. Reborn as actor-curator, Gedge becomes "the queer case of the priest" ( James' s phrase) who links the man and the work by performing both their necessary split and the resonant flow between them (58). If Gedge' s earlier skepticism corresponded to Protestant historiography, then this final phase resembles postsecularism, whose modern forms of keeping faith are designed to coexist with science and liberalism. 61 In Greenblatt' s biographical projects, religion as the domain of aspiration, prophesy, and conjecture becomes itself the object of speculative mythmaking. But Greenblatt, like Gedge, knows what he is doing. In Hamlet in Purgatory, Greenblatt identifies the critic with the rhapsode, an apt description of the vatic role assumed by Gedge at the end of his tale. 62 Greenblatt-as-Gedge invites us to perform and to curate Shakespeare' s possible pasts in ways that both stimulate research and contribute to Shakespeare' s public life. Greenblatt' s reflections on saying kaddish for his father interweaves his own postsecular rapprochement with Judaism with his reconstruction of Shakespeare' s settlement with Catholi- . I use the term to describe relationships to religion that attempt to integrate observance and skepticism. 61 As Greenblatt notes, "The vicious, murky world of Tudor religious conflict will help to explain why an adolescent boy, fresh from school, might have ventured from the Midlands of England to the north, how he could have had a connection with a powerful Catholic family there, and why that family would have bothered to employ someone like him rather than a licensed schoolmaster with an Oxford or Cambridge education." See Will in the World, 89. 62 Greenblatt, Hamlet in Purgatory, 5.
sense of risking self-disclosure through forms of speech in which art merges with action and our demons appear behind us for everyone to see. 67 If early Shakespeare biographies resemble a preconfessional Christianity of relics, legends, and nativity shrines, and if critical biographies borrow their historical consciousness from the Reformation and secularization, then the virtuoso biographies of Stephen Greenblatt and Graham Holderness are postsecular in their more open courting of religious possibilities both for the Shakespeare lives they reconstruct and the scholarly lives they enact. In all of its phases, Shakespeare biography draws on religion not only as a topic of historical investigation but also as part of the literary lineage and affective stakes of life writing. The hagiographical element should be cultivated with care, neither blindly embraced nor cynically instrumentalized but rather seen as a legitimate part of biography' s curatorial and performative vocation within a wider field of humanistic love and knowledge. Attending more self-consciously to the full portfolio of our inherited and emergent obligations toward our objects of study may help us steer our field (Renaissance and early modern studies), our discipline (literature) and our vocation (the humanities) with a greater sense of purpose in this time of reevaluation and retrenchment, as well as commemoration and celebration. Arriving at my own settlement with this complex body of scholarship, I have decided that I want my critical biographies and my virtuoso performances, just as I have struggled in both scholarship and life to make room for Sabbath candles alongside the First Folio.
